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a very strange experience happened to lao tsu

one man went and robbed a rich mans house

and lao tsu was asked to make a judgment 

on the person who stole from the rich mans house

lao tsu said…five years jail for the person whose house it is

and one year jail for the criminal…

the person who has stolen one year jail

and the rich man gets five years jail !!

we have to be very alert

how we judge our so called criminals

they do not need prisons…they need love

you cannot change a prisoner by threatening him more

he will become harder

what makes you a criminal is that you got caught 

that is the crime !

if you did not get caught…you are not a criminal !

the one who does not get caught is a true criminal

so the people who are in jails are stupid criminals 

they are not good enough !

a real criminal does not get caught

and then there are the politicians…

one nuclear bomb on nagasaki and hiroshima

millions of people died with one button

this president has pushed the button 

and killed a million innocent people

what is his sin ?

you can see all the wars

where great killings have happened

licensed people with guns

we call them army and police

they are allowed to kill

is that not murder ?

society should have more compassion towards these weak people

and not judge them straight away

you should understand the cause

why is he doing this ?

nobody does things without reason

somewhere the society is responsible for that persons actions

somewhere the conditions in society 

are not helping that individual to behave in a loving manner

no child is born a criminal

something goes wrong along the way

the influences of the world

the pressures of the world

this uncompassionate inhumane society

drives these people to this madness

so these people need more love…

more attention…

we need to take more care of these people

please understand

these are the weaker people in the world

you can see in the united states of america…

eighty percent of the people in jail…

eighty percent of the people in jail are black americans

do you think that there is something wrong with them ?

or do you think the society has forced these people 

into poverty and small petty crimes ?

all crimes are from unconsciousness and inner misery

how to make people more blissful ?

how to create more love in our world ?

i would not blame these people

i would be careful to blame these people and label them criminals
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